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THE TECHNOLOGY SESSION

Moderator: Chris McKesson
Panelists:
John Avis

Philippe Goubault
Peter Noble

Chris McKesson opened the session by presenting two slides from Harry Heijveld that
expressed various current designs for fast cargo ships according to economically-useful
parameters.  The first slide compared vessel designs and calculated a transportation efficiency
index for each.  The second slide graphed power/payload versus speed for the vessels.  One
notable omission from the slides was the range or endurance of each of the ships.  Fuel is a major
user of a ship’s carrying capacity.  Increasing fuel has a positive feedback effect on most other
ship systems, especially the power required for propulsion.  (Attachment 1).

Chris McKesson introduced John Avis who gave an overview of the alternative
technologies underlying development of fast cargo ships and reviewed Kvaerner Masa Marine’s
development of high speed slender vessels for cargo applications.  The presentation discussed the
long history of Kvaerner’s involvement with high speed designs.  John Avis then discussed
potential routes for a large fast cargo ship.  The presentation reviewed issues in each of the major
technical areas including hull form, propulsion, seakeeping, and cargo handling.  John Avis
described the lift triangle and discussed basic hull form options.  Ship size drove Kvaerner Masa
to develop monohull designs.  He stated that the greatest payoff comes from the most slender hull
possible, but stability considerations constrain the designs to a slenderness ratio (Lwl/Vol 1/3) of
about 10.  For numbers greater than 10, the designs use outriggers -- basically creating a trimaran.
For propulsion (and other major equipment) the company considers it important to use industry-
standard equipment for reasons of supportability.  High speed necessitates high horsepower, but
the premium paid for higher speed decreases as ship size decreases.  One concept the company
has considered uses an Azipod aft of the main propeller, which produces an effect similar to that
of a contra-rotating propeller.  Using an Azipod also obviates the need for a rudder  -- thrust in the
desired direction is produced by rotating the Azipod.  The company has considered waterjets.  For
a 5,000 deadweight ton trimaran, the crossover in propulsive efficiency favoring waterjets over
conventional propellers comes at around 36 knots.  Waterjets for such an application are, however,
much larger than any currently operating, and the company considers the technical risks to be
substantial.  In general, Kvaerner favors conventional propellers for its large fast ship designs.
John Avis stressed that seakeeping is vital to service reliability.  Based on model tests, he believes
that Kvaerner’s hull design will provide excellent seakeeping by using a wave-piercing bow.
Rapid cargo handling is also important, failure in this area undercuts the advantage gained by high
speed at sea.  Kvaerner’s fast cargo ship concepts estimate a 24-36 hour cycle for loading or
unloading.  (Attachment 2).

Meeting participants were particularly interested in the estimated ship construction prices.
The Bathmax 1500 design was projected to cost on the order of $100 million.  The BIW Ro/Pax
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design was estimated at around $65 million.  Another participant asked what work would be done
during phase II of the MARITECH project that Kvaerner is participating in.  John Avis responded
that phase II would involve large scale model testing for validation, market research to refine he
concept, and contract design of a complete cargo vessel.

Art Dimopoulos asked why, if a ships with a cargo carrying capacity of 1,430 twenty foot
equivalent units (“TEUs”)  can be purchased for about $35 million a copy in Alabama and about
$30 million in South Korea, ship owners would buy a vessel for $100 million?  Bill Hockberger
added that the Alabama ship has a service speed of 19 knots.  John Avis responded that the
designs he was discussing were in the 32 knot range -- almost twice the speed.  Vessels in the 40-
50 knot range have also been posited.  The high speed vessels were intended for offering a
premium service, and that premium may be justified by studies of the market and demand.  The
time savings is measured door to door.

Carl Seiberlich asked the estimated slot cost for the designs presented.  Slot cost is the cost
to move one forty foot equivalent unit (“FEU”) one mile including all capital and labor costs.  It
is the measure that American President Lines (“APL”) uses to compare ships.  John Avis
responded that it was anticipated to set a required freight rate of $2,000/FEU (compared to
$1,000/FEU for a Panamax) on the seagoing portion of the movement only.  Carl Seiberlich asked
what that meant as a slot cost.  If the ship is 4,400 twenty foot equivalents, that equates to 3.9
cents per mile Whereas he speculated that the slot cost for these designs may be closer to 60 cents.
John Avis responded that he had not calculated slot cost as APL defines it.

Peter Noble commented on the geometry of Kvaerner’s trimaran design.  Looking at speed
over the relative length of the hulls.  He remarked that he studies ethnotechnology and the trimaran
design presented contrasts with traditional outrigger designs which are long slender hulls, longer
than the main hull, and exhibiting variable buoyancy.

Trond Conradi asked what efforts Kvaerner had made to shape the ship to reduce its
aerodynamic resistance.  John Avis said that the company had not ignored aerodynamic resistance,
but that aerodynamic resistance was not highly significant compared to hydrodynamic resistance
in view of the fact that the design was a monohull.  He added that most of the approximations
were based on data for existing ships.  

Stan Wheatley asked what the principal construction problems were for these advanced
hull forms, particularly those associated with the mechanics of assembly.  John Avis responded
that the designs shown were basically steel ships, although some higher strength steels were used.
He mentioned that there are some very large aluminum catamarans.  The major difficulties are on
the design side -- vessel powering, waterjets, small narrow transoms, structural and vibration
problems.  He did not see any huge insurmountable production problems.

Chris McKesson then introduced Philippe Goubault who gave a presentation on the
commercial viability of fast transAtlantic freighters.  The study involved trade offs between
various hull types for large fast ships.  The presentation was based on a study done by Band, Lavis
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& Associates for the Logistics Management Institute that developed and analyzed 40 different
concepts based on monohull, catamaran, surface effect ship (“SES”), and air cushion vehicle
(“ACV”) hull forms.  The study examined platforms that were viable for commercial service and
useful for Army fast sealift.  The presentation outlined the design requirements for the study,
examined various hull forms and vessel attributes to achieve these requirements, and developed
a methodology for optimizing the designs.  The study defined all of the concepts to have about the
same load and offload times, but didn’t develop detail designs to characterize the load/offload
features and validate those times.  The study also aimed at cargo carriage by all concepts of
850,000 short tons per year, a 20-year operating life, and a 20 percent “operating profit.”
Operating profit was not defined.  Philippe Goubault described economic performance in terms
of cost effectiveness and cost per pound of cargo carried, rather than overall profitability.  Philippe
Goubault posited the existence of a “middle market” between air freight and conventional sea
service wherein a particular design could be judged according to its cost effectiveness.
(Attachment 3).

One of the participants asked how much of the total marine transportation system (i.e.,
including ports and port services) was included in the stated economic performance measures.
Philippe Goubault seemed to indicate that all support services had been included.  It was also
noted that in comparing ship transportation costs with those for other transportation modes, the
need to move cargo from the point of shipment to the point of embarkation and from the point of
debarkation to the point of delivery must be included in the overall results.

John Meyer asked whether the estimated speeds were for calm water.  Philippe Goubault
responded that the speeds presented were for sea state 3.  He commented that the large sizes of the
vessels meant that there was not much speed degradation between calm water and sea state 3.  Carl
Seiberlich asked whether the cost effectiveness assessment was based on both directions in the
service.  Philippe Goubault confirmed that both directions were considered.  The load factor
shown is an overall average for both directions.  A lower load factor was used on a higher number
of crossings, and transit times were based on a range of 3,000 nautical miles.

Someone commented that a 3,000 nautical mile range was insufficient to cross the Atlantic
Ocean.  Philippe Goubault responded that margins had been applied to increase the distance a ship
could travel on its fuel load.  In a follow-up, a participant observed that the monohulls had been
given a very long range, for other longer routes, while the other ship types had not.  The monohull
of 4,700 tons displacement and 5,000 tons of payload had a 9,000 mile range.  Philippe Goubault
responded that the other concepts were affected too severely by a requirement for very long range
and would have to be refueled in route in order to achieve a long distances.  He noted that the
vessels had roughly the same level of installed power and volume versus deadweight.  The speed
shown in the analysis is average speed taking into account the fuel consumed.  He was then asked
whether a sensitivity analysis was performed for fuel costs.  He responded that this had not been
done, but that they could look at it.
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Peter Noble commented on the use of cargo deadweight as the measure of cargo capacity,
noting that volume tends to be a stronger constraint.  Philippe Goubault agreed with the statement
and said that volume had also been specified and was reflected in the concepts developed.

John Meyer asked if the study considered looking at variations in hull form keeping certain
parameters such as deadweight tons or installed power constant.  This would allow comparisons
among the ship types to be seen more clearly.  Philippe Goubault responded that they had
considered that approach, but decided instead to use judgment in specifying a number of
reasonable requirements suited to each ship type.  Accordingly, the study looked at a number of
different ships, not on an equal basis, but to optimize each hull form to accommodate the
perceived market.  This was to avoid producing results that would not make sense.

Chris McKesson then introduced Peter Noble who addressed the topic “Do high speed
ships produce a fast transportation system . . . and how safe are they?”  Peter Noble stated that
high speed ships may produce a faster transportation system, but heir safety is an open question.
He said that he was speaking from his experience at American Bureau of Shipping (“ABS”) which
has classed many types of high speed craft.  He reflected that two paths for innovation exist:
technology push and market pull.  MCI grew because of market pull and its market acceptance
was correspondingly high.  The Concorde on the other hand was a product of technology push,
and its market acceptance is still quite low.  Nuclear merchant ships are another example of
technology push, which failed because of low acceptance by the public.  In his opinion, high speed
marine vehicles are the product of technology push.  He doesn’t sense any genuine market pull.
He recommended a book he thinks is quite good: Notes from a Small Island.

A study of standard versus fast Ro/Pax ships in Europe illustrates some of the economic
and market acceptance problems with high speed craft.  The study found that the capital cost of
the faster vessel was about 50 percent higher, fuel costs were about four times higher, maintenance
costs were about four times higher, yet onboard revenues were about 50 percent lower due to the
faster transit time.  In that study, the other obstacle to acceptance was total transit time.  Although
the faster ship could trim 40 minutes off the normal two hour transit time, the total trip length
included approximately two hours of driving time on either end of the voyage.  Accordingly, from
the passenger’s perspective, the trip was shortened from six hours to five hours and 20 minutes,
a much less impressive time savings!

Peter Noble then went on to discuss some of the safety concerns.  Navigational errors are
a problem because the margin for error is much smaller at higher speed.  In addition, directional
stability is a problem on some of the vessels, particularly semi-SWATHs and craft with waterjets
and fine bows.  Yaw is a problem.  Fire damage is also an issue because of the extensive use of
lightweight structures, the effects of high speed wind over the deck (car fires cannot be fought
using traditional means), and the increased flammability of the high quality fuels burned in gas
turbine engines.  High speed craft may have an increased risk of damage due to collision --
running onto a reef at high speed can rip open the whole bottom.  The old rules about collision
bulkheads and the separation distance of arrangeable spaces from the bow may not provide the
expected safety.  Cargo damage is also a problem due to the higher accelerations on the cargo.
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Securing and lashing is more important but manual lashing slows down the stowage process and
automating the process is quite expensive.  Machinery damage is also an issue.  The machinery
is pushed harder in a high speed operation, and more people are needed to look after the
machinery, at least when used in military applications.  Efforts to lower weight may mean less
redundancy in machinery.  Fatigue is an issue with high speed craft.  Steel is very fatigue tolerant
and there is a lot of data on the performance of steel in marine applications.  The same is not true
of aluminum and fiberglass reinforced plastic (“FRP”).  This raises questions about the service life
of the high speed craft.  He stressed that being fast and safe is possible.  Since advanced marine
vehicles are relatively new and still evolving, scant history exists and it is not possible to specify
exactly what materials and configurations should be used.  Designers should extrapolate from
traditional approaches and actively manage the safety of the new technology.  It makes more sense
to rely on the use of certain methods of analysis and design to determine vessel characteristics,
rather than applying prescriptive rules.  (Attachment 4).

Peter Noble concluded by asking whether three vessels really could be replaced by two
vessels based on the difference in the service speed.  Because of the space premium in the faster
ferries the vehicles must be stacked closer together and it slows down the loading and unloading
process.  He contrasted the double ended design of the conventional ferries used by B.C. Ferries.

John Avis and Peter Noble engaged in a discussion of the advantages and disadvantages
of fast ferries. Particularly when the ferries are to be run by state government entities, the impact
of the ferries on the community would be lessened if smaller faster ferries ran more frequently.
There is the potential to ease congestion, even out traffic flows to and from terminals, reduce the
size of access roads, port facilities and holding areas, and reduce the width and depth of required
channels.  On the other hand, noise and wake wash are both issues with the use of fast ferries in
North America.  Gas turbines tend to be noisier.  The weight and cost penalties of noise reduction
are generally greater for a fast ship.  The propulsion systems may tend to “chew up”
microorganisms and may be responsible for washing out piers and eroding beaches.  He also
remarked that, in the case of Stena, the long life may not be justified.  The vessel uses interesting
technology including composites.  The vessel has experienced some maneuvering problems.  In
one instance, it took 26 hours to take a 4 hour trip -- if severe storms or mechanical problems
occur, the speed advantage may disappear.

Philippe Goubault remarked that advanced marine vehicles may actually have enhanced
safety relative to conventional ships.  In his opinion, Peter Noble may be overstating the case with
regard to collision damage.  Mentioning the grounding of the Condor, a catamaran, Philippe
Goubault said that with lightweight vessels, the upside is that there is less energy to absorb in a
collision.  In that case, the vessel was able to be recovered, repaired and returned to service
whereas a conventional monohull would very likely be crushed on the rocks and sunk.  Also, with
regard to damage stability, sinking, and capsizing, a multihull vessel may have considerably
greater damage stability and would not sink or capsize as easily as a monohull.  Trond Conradi
commented on the relative volume of the vessel that would be above and below water, saying that
this measure was more telling than the free surface on deck.  Peter Noble remarked that each event
is unique and that there is not enough data on fast ships to draw firm conclusions.  He repeated
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that we need to move carefully with the new ship types and apply new methods and standards, not
old standards based on conventional ships.  He added that his comments should not construe him
as a naysayer, but it is necessary to be realistic and the main thing is that the data on fast ferries
are insufficient at the present time.
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THE MARKET DEMAND SESSION

Moderator: Fred Hillmann
Panelists:

Ron Poulsen
Tim Speed

Fred Hillmann introduced the session on demand by saying that we would now be
discussing the “pull of the market.”  He turned over the podium to Ron Poulsen for his
presentation on market structure and demand.

Ron Poulsen said that the market investigation is aimed at a technology shift causing
development of a new market.  Common carriers have to take just about any cargo that comes ,
but fast cargo ships will tend to be niche carriers tailored to specific cargoes. In his opinion, it is
important to focus new fast ships and services on markets that already exist and are profitable,
rather than to try to develop new markets. He stressed that part of the analysis is deciding which
cargoes you don’t want, and which you need to attract.  He said that it is insufficient to just look
at commodity codes to decide on the “target” cargoes.  The criticality of need for parts in a
manufacturing process, for example, may allow you to command high freight rates for very low
value items.   He used the term “perishable” to describe not only goods that would spoil, but in
a broader sense to mean any good for which time of delivery is sensitive, and where there is a
value associated with having the commodity there when it is needed.  He discussed the desirability
of cargoes from the standpoint of weight (density) and volume, and explained the problem of
backhaul.  He introduced the air market and conventional ocean shipping market -- air freight
carrying high-paying, low lot size cargoes while ocean rates continue to drop with a tendency
toward larger, fairly efficient, fairly fast ships.  Large, fairly-fast ships (e.g., 25-knot container
ships) will dominate some trades for which fast ships might have been good candidates because
their costs will be quite low in comparison.  The huge new containerships now being built will
displace some existing ships from their present markets, causing them to compete in other markets
that fast cargo ships might have served.  History shows that successful enhanced services grow
out of existing services, rather than being completely new inventions.  He hypothesized that the
market for fast cargo ships would consist of  (1) low value/ton and high density cargoes presently
moving by air, (2) high value/ton and low density containerized cargoes moving by conventional
service, and (3) perishable cargoes where increased speed would add value.  He discussed briefly
the sources of commodity data and the “politics of data” (the sources of commodity data may
diminish because some of these data are no longer required by the government).  The data
available on shipping markets is spotty and incomplete.  The value of cargoes going through
customs is tracked, but not their weights, types, or other characteristics.  The Maritime
Administration has tracked specific cargo types and weights because of the requirements of
subsidy programs, but that will most likely change in the future.  He cautioned that seasonality and
business cycles will kill the operation even if it is “okay on average.”  Surge capacity is needed
in the system and this affects rates.  Shippers need reliability in the service at all times.  They can’t
be pushed aside because of shortfalls in shipping capacity in the peak season.  Capacity must be
provided for such extreme situations and can’t just be based on average or normal requirements.
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He emphasized the need to talk to potential customers, but cautioned that obtaining contracts or
commitments is not easy.  Potential customers may say that they will use a new service but will
not show up with cargo once it is operating.  It is more important to figure out the market before
eliciting the views of potential customers.  He suggested asking potential customers what they
dislike about their current service providers.  Customers like to control the way shipments are
packed and handled to avoid damage and loss.  They tend to prefer shipping cargo in trailers to
shipping it in containers.   He then talked about the potential effects of developments including
the Harbor Maintenance Tax constitutionality issue (removal of the ad valorem tax may equalize
some of the difference in cost between U.S. and Canadian ports, thereby lessening transhipment
or cargo diversion through Canada), the effect of realignments in the rail industry (increased
efficiencies in the rail system will make it more difficult for water-based services to compete).
(Attachment 5).

Geoffrey Uttmark asked about specific details shown on certain viewgraphs.  Rather than
explaining them, Ron Poulsen said it is the general principles that are important, and that was his
purpose in showing the information.

Asaf Ashar commented that point-to-point services are fatal.  Global contracts are a
different matter.  Here, a fast cargo service is seeking to exploit a narrow segment of the market.
He mentioned that the landside costs must be considered -- the intermodal aspects of a door-to-
door service are important to development of a fast cargo service.  The costs associated with
functions like marketing are also over and above the vessel-based costs.  In short, the slot cost is
about one third of the total cost of an intermodal operation.  He referred to page 11 of the MIT
report “Freight Mode Choice: Air Transport Versus Ocean Transport in the 1990s” by Dale B.
Lewis (excerpts distributed at the meeting) and discussed the safety cost --  the cost inherent in
the assumption of providing a level of reliability for the system.  A global network allows for
improved liability because delays can be covered much more effectively than they can with a point
to point system.  He said that ship designers should compare their ship alternatives and leave the
rest of the system to other experts.  He noted that air services move cargo between inland points
whereas ocean shipping must connect to other modes to complete the journey.  Another participant
reflected that truck movement is involved in both air and ocean cargo movements.

Fred Hillmann then introduced Tim Speed.  Tim Speed explained that his organization, the
freight forwarder MSAS, was formerly MacGregor Sea and Air Services and that although
approximately 65 percent of the cargo they handle moves by air, the remainder is oceanborne --
they routinely make decisions concerning the mode of transport to use for their customers’ freight.

Tim Speed explained that companies shipping high value, high technology cargoes, such
as Eastman Kodak (which moves about one million kilograms/year) only moves about five percent
of its cargo by air.  His customers are already discriminating between service modes to determine
which shipments warrant the higher cost of air transportation.  Cargoes that move by air include
livestock and perishable cargoes (he referred to Ron Poulsen’s wide definition of perishable),
electronics (including but not limited to consumer electronics), telecommunications, data
processing machinery, aeronautical parts and equipment, automotive parts and equipment and
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others.  The factors influencing the choice between air and sea include transit time, security,
environmental factors (temperature, humidity, vibration), transportation cost, and total distribution
cost.  The door to door transit time from Frankfurt to Chicago (to name two inland distribution
points) for a full container load is 22 days.  If the system can be redesigned to lower that total
transit time from 22 to 14 days, the service provider may be able to charge a premium.  Air freight
between the same two points takes three days, although the plane is only in the air nine hours.  He
once moved 10 kilos of cargo between Cardiff and Ohio  in 24 hours by “pulling out all the stops.”
The cargo only moves as fast as the weakest link in the chain, for example dedicated port facilities
may improve performance compared to public piers.  With regard to security, risk varies
proportionately with transit time.  The ideal movement from a security standpoint is a door-to-door
full container load which is not opened while in transit, but the majority of moves are otherwise.
The ocean provides a hostile transportation environment.  Air freight allows cargo to be much less
securely packed.  Cargo is boxed in cardboard and may be shrink-wrapped and placed on pallets.
Some cargo is crated.  Thus airfreight lessens the time needed to prepare cargo for shipment and
for distribution.  Fast cargo ships may affect the condition of the cargo.  In the case of television
sets, VCRs and the like, the packing material can be designed to protect the units in transit -- the
sets are secured in boxes, skidded and blocked hard into containers when moved by ocean freight.
These types of electronics are actually considered “low value” cargoes and are moved
predominately by ocean.  Other electronics may be more sensitive to motions and vibration.
Frequency is more important than speed -- the volume of freight in transit can be viewed as
replacing x square feet of permanent warehousing.  As regards costs, air freight can be moved
between the United Kingdom and Toronto for as low as 68 cents per kilo door-to-door.  That
might be the competition for the fast cargo ships.  Air freight forwarders are really buying a
position on an airplane.  They may discount certain freight to get a base on a pallet.  The ratio of
air to ocean rates is about 10 to 1.  He would welcome an additional service option provided by
a fast cargo service because it would provide him more options to meet the needs of his customers.
He reviewed the potential market for fast cargo.  Livestock and perishables will stay as airfreight,
as will electronics.  He noted, however, that for one of his customers, the computer cabinets are
sent by ocean while the internal boards, drives, etc. are sent by air and assembly occurs after
transit.  Aerospace cargoes, except fuselage parts, will not be sent by sea.  Automotive parts for
just-in-time manufacturing may be diverted to a fast cargo service because of cost consciousness.
Some pharmaceuticals could be diverted to a fast cargo service, particularly those that move in
bulk rather than in pill form.  Textiles may be susceptible to air freight.  While a number of
manufacturers will not consider air freight, some of their vendors are forced to use air freight now
to avoid missing their deadlines, and some of this cargo might be diverted.  Machinery and
chemicals are also good candidates and would look favorably on having three options.
(Attachment 6).

Someone questioned whether it was prudent to invest in a 400,000 kilowatt fast cargo ship
system.  Tim Speed responded that it certainly did not seem to be worthwhile to inaugurate a
service based on missed just-in-time shipments.

Trevor Heaver asked about the opportunities for going international instead of domestic
in logistic systems.  In other words, is it possible for fast cargo ships to bring in products from
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offshore suppliers who cannot now justify the much higher cost of air transportation and do not
participate in the domestic market.  Tim Speed responded that it could happen in principle but he
did not think the potential of a new service would a whole logistics plan, there is too much inertia.
Possible offshore suppliers have been pretty much tapped and he could not identify a market that
could precipitate what was suggested.  For instance, textiles moved from the Pacific rim countries
to Indonesia, then to Thailand, now on to places like Lesotho, South Africa, and Burundi.
Movements in trade like these drive options for the service.  So, if a service cannot be based on
just in time or logistics, the only basis on which to form a service is on the cost of inventory in
transit.

Fred Hillmann commented that many of the market analyses are based on latent demand
and questioned the soundness of the approach.  He also commented on the relative market size of
air and ocean -- most freight moves by ocean.  He commented on a figure taken from the MIT
report  examining costs associated with a movement from the Far East to New York, including
intermodal segments.  He presented a hypothetical curve for total logistic costs.  He commented
on the nature of a transportation services business compared to an ocean business.  The liner
services are being changed rapidly by “hub and spoke” concepts and by the increasingly prevalent
alliances.  It is difficult to compete in that environment.  Growth in certain commodities can be
expected.  Market segmentation is needed.  Also, the analyses assume that there will not be much
of a competitive response to a fast service from existing transportation service providers.  He is
unsure that this is a valid assumption.  (Attachment 7).

Trond Conradi commented on the disparate results presented earlier by Philippe Goubault
-- between 10 and 80 horsepower per ton of payload is needed for 45 knots, and the lower figures
for the Kvaerner Masa concepts.  He said that 20 horsepower per ton of payload is achievable for
a 60-knot vehicle.  On the other hand, he observed that the real competitors are trucks.  Fast cargo
carriers should emulate airline industry marketing and operations.  He said that a 60-knot ship is
able to avoid much of the bad weather than could affect a slower ship.  He offered the opinion that
there is a need to focus on the benefits of speed on shorter distances, including passenger/freight
combinations particularly in coastwise trade.  Trond Conradi also discussed Quadrimaran’s
concept for a 60-knot ship.

Asaf Ashar said that reconceptualization was needed: charging a rate premium for
trimming a couple of days off the schedule -- using shorter distances and adding passengers and
cars is very different conceptually from these big vessels.

Chris McKesson talked about feeder ships and the “hub and spoke” concept.  New port
utilization patterns are in place using coastwise ships traveling 24-25 knots, not high speed ships.

John Avis commented that there is a “set point” but improvements are possible throughout
the system: trucks, rail, ports ... a completely new system is not advocated, just incremental
improvement to links in the transportation chain so that ships can keep up with improvements to
the rest of the system.
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Carl Seiberlich noted that the Transportation Research Board and the Marine Board of the
National Academy of Sciences are now studying very large cargo ships and how to deal with
them.  He mentioned two Freight Mobility Conferences to be held in New York and Norfolk this
Summer.
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THE ECONOMIC VIABILITY SESSION

Moderator: Jennifer Zeien
Panelists:

Carl Seiberlich
Rod Vulovic

Jim Zok
Michael Jones

Jennifer Zeien opened the session by introducing Carl Seiberlich to say a few words.  Carl
Seiberlich contrasted the terms “multimodal” and “intermodal.”  The former is related to a
collection of transportation modes that must be taken, while the latter implies something flowing
through a system.  “Intermodal” has a system focus.  He stressed the need to apply technology
intelligently.  Its value has to flow down to the customer’s bottom line.  Service providers can’t
just buy something because it’s exciting.  At its new port facilities in Kearney, NJ, APL has
reduced its ships’ unloading time from 16 hours to six and the time to clear customs from 36 hours
to six.  APL offered the shipping time for one New York customer at an increased cost of $300
for a 40-foot container; APL proposed to reduce the sailing time from 13 days at a price of $4,500
to 12 days at a price of $4,800.  The customer declined because the extra speed was not worth the
extra cost.  It is essential to plan a new service and survey customers’ preferences before
committing to doing anything.  He noted that a premium service, which is what a fast cargo
service would provide, must be completely reliable, and there must be no damage or other
disruptions to satisfactory delivery.  (Attachment 8).

Jim Zok then gave a presentation on ship financing and its relationship to the economics
of proposed ventures.  He began by stating that to determine the viability of a shipping service,
it is necessary to look at the total system, not just the ship or the ocean service.  He referred to the
1994 MIT study passed out to the meeting attendees and said many of its numbers have changed
since its writing, and it should not be taken as being fully accurate.  It is important to consider the
likely duration of a shipper-customer relationship, especially if a customer is a major source of
the shipper’s income.  The whole life of the service must be addressed.  For a new service, strong
evidence of a customer’s commitment to the service is necessary.  If the new service is taking off
from an existing one, the stability of past relationships should be investigated.  A shipping
company should consider alternatives available to it -- how will it respond when something goes
wrong with a part of its total transportation system?  A backup or work-around strategy must be
available.  Conditions in the ports to be used must be considered.  He believes that the current
pressure on freight rates is likely to persist into the future, which will influence the revenues that
can be achieved.  The time duration of debt financing should be related to the time duration
projected for the items that are financed.  When longer term debt financing has been very costly
or difficult to obtain, some companies have used short-term financing, sometimes only three-year
debt.  That brings with it the danger of being unable to replace that financing when its term is up.
Overall, it is important for a company to have a sound strategic plan and a sound business plan if
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the company is to be successful in obtaining good financing.  The same is true for the company’s
clients to a certain extent, the strategic and business plans of the clients can contribute to
demonstrating the solidity of the venture.

Jennifer Zeien then introduced a round-table discussion to flesh out and elaborate on some
of the points made during the meeting.  She began by asking about some of the parameters of a
fast cargo service.  She asked whether there was a relationship between fast and frequent Trevor
Heaver reflected that her approach was focused on events, while Carl Seiberlich’s was focused
on process.  He asked how important it is to set up to serve the general run of customers as
opposed to a specific set of customers.  Carl Seiberlich noted that each customer of a shipping
company has its own set of customers its business has to revolve around, so it’s a multi-level
issue.  He then discussed how APL had transitioned over the years from a ships-only company
into a multimodal-intermodal transportation system company.  He commented that the
requirements of APL’s customers drove that evolution.

Someone asked whether any shipping customer had actually requested shipment by high-
speed ship.  Rod Vulovic said no, that the customers only require overall transportation time and
reliability.  Trond Conradi observed that no one had asked for a minivan when Lee Iacocca
embarked on developing one.

Carl Seiberlich commented that, after APL eliminated its round-the-world service, the
company figured out how to use trains for cross-country freight movement.  Gene Pentimonti
devised the double-stack concept, and now APL provides regular 13-day delivery from Japan to
New York.

Jennifer Zeien then raised the “inventory issue.” At any point in time a number of units of
products are in transit and distributed along the transportation chain.  She used a hypothetical
example to show the relative numbers of units in transit as a function of transit time and frequency
of service.  Jim Zok noted that higher frequency can offset speed, to a significant degree.

The group then discussed technical risk.  Jennifer Zeien asked what the technological
relationship was between the proposed ships and existing ships in operation today.  Someone
asked whether the SL-7s might be more viable now, as a concept, than when they were first
introduced.  Rod Vulovic said he thinks that the SL-7 was a very efficient design compared to
some current designs, but its fuel consumption was bad.  He noted that shipping customers have
no real loyalty to a particular company or ship and will shift to another carrier if a better deal
appears.  He said air carriers generally have extra planes available for backup, but he doesn’t know
of any ocean carriers that have backups  He was asked as to why the SL-7s had been built. The
cost of fuel was much lower when the ships were built.  Joe Brogan noted that Sea-Land had
dropped its round-the-world service, once trade with South Africa was prohibited, making a
number of ships available to compete for other employment.  Rod Vulovic recalled the company
that bought twelve slow ships, thinking to reduce its costs and rates, but they proved to be quite
uneconomical.  He noted that you have to look at the whole transportation system to see what
makes sense.  Rod Vulovic pointed out that ship routes and ports are more fixed than they are for
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airplanes -- airplanes can be shifted more easily between different routes as service requirements
change.

Jim Zok pointed out that a concept such as FastShip can be successful if it has a particular
niche and solid client support, but it could not compete easily against other shippers in general.
Rod Vulovic said he is excited about fast ships in general, but he has to spend Sea-Land’s money
very prudently.  He has to view his competitors as if in a chess game, not home in on a single
strategy.

Someone asked what the SL-7’s slot cost would be, if it were operating commercially
today.  No answer was offered, but it was noted that the slot cost for a 4,400 TEU ship is about
3.9 cents (per forty-foot container, per mile).  For comparison, Carl Seiberlich said a truck in U.S.
North-South East coast service has a slot cost of 88 to 91 cents, depending on the cost of fuel.

The participants were then encouraged to consider operational risk.  Carl Seiberlich said
that the systems for communicating data are the same for a fast cargo service as they are for
existing services.  He does not believe that moving to a fast cargo system would affect the need
for information.  As regards the need to control or coordinate land side operations, this is done by
APL and by all shipping companies.

Trond Conradi noted that the volume of international trade was expected to double by
2010.  He said that the airline industry can teach us a lot about how to handle the increased volume
of traffic.  In his opinion, fast ships will definitely have a niche, but we just can’t tell how big that
niche will be.

Rod Vulovic noted that American Airlines had reduced its air crew size to minimize cost.
He pointed out that we need some very good analyses to show how fast ships will work.  We also
need contingency plans, and the ability to shift a ship from one place to another to accommodate
new requirements and cover situations when things change.  That includes being able to support
military transportation requirements and to use ships in either the Atlantic or Pacific.  The range
of some current designs limits their flexibility in worldwide service.  Jim Zok added that, whatever
plans may be made, political factors can intrude and disrupt them.

Michael Jones commented that some fast ferries have failed to meet their requirements
fully.  He asked what this implied for risks associated with fast cargo ships? -- and their associated
costs?  Fuel costs can be greater than estimated, and they have to be paid from the start.  Joe
Brogan noted the similarities to airline operations and said fast ship operators should do things like
the airlines.

Jennifer Zeien asked when the participants thought we would be likely to see fast cargo
ships in operation.  Michael Jones said he thinks it will come by increments, with new ships being
a little faster than earlier ones.  Trond Conradi disagreed, saying it’s already happening -- in
Australia, Japan, and Europe.  He noted that in the United States, 30 knots is regarded as fast,
whereas elsewhere in the world fast is considered to be 50 to 70 knots.  Philippe Goubault pointed
out that fast ferries exist now and are growing rapidly in size, so fast cargo ships are possible when
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shippers want them.  Trevor Heaver said the ferry and cargo markets are too different, and
introduction of fast cargo ships won’t happen as an outgrowth of the passenger and roll on roll off
ferry markets.

Carl Seiberlich observed that no one paid the LASH ships to carry barges and a huge crane
-- only for their cargo-carrying capacity.  Likewise, no one will pay a fast cargo ship to carry all
of the extra fuel it requires.  He speculated on whether cargo will be able to cover the cost of the
high power requirements associated with fast cargo ships, particularly when the problem of back
haul is considered.

With this, the meeting was adjourned.


